SCNBase: a community resource for soybean cyst nematode genomics
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Soybean cyst nematode (SCN) is a sedentary endoparasite of soybean that relies on a complex interaction of host and nematode-secreted effectors. SCN is the most
damaging pathogen to soybean productivity in North America causing yield losses of ~$1.2 billion/yr in yield loss. Though SCN-resistant soybean varieties are available,
constant rotation is necessary to avoid the development of resistance in quick-adapting and persistent SCN populations. Using Luggage, a form-based Drupal platform,
we have created a website specialized for SCN and , GMOD tools we are developing an online genomics repository for SCN. To generate a robust and persistently
useful website, we are using multiple data types, including comparative genomics data to further understand nematode adaptation and evolution. Syntenic analyses have
shown that syntenic blocks are not conserved across nematodes, yet between more closely related clades, syntenic information has been useful for improving the
genome assembly and annotation. This information can give insight into the essentiality or expendability of genes during the evolution of parasitism in nematodes.

Intuitive website design

Luggage forms

Fig 1. Easy upload and curation with
standardized forms

SCNBase tools

Fig 2. Homepage organized and indexed to easily locate
information

Fig 3. Jbrowse populated with alignments to a genome assembly of 738
contigs

To effectively specialize the treatment of crop pests, it is best to develop web resources around the intricacies of the species. Though effective, little funding
is available to maintain these types of databases. To combat this, we adopted Luggage forms for the ease of community use and simple curation (Fig 1,2).
SCNBase is host to a population-based PacBio assembly of 124Mb genome with 738 contigs, and variety of genomics tools to advance our understanding
of the adaptive mechanisms at work in SCN. A wide range of datasets are already available on JBrowse enabling visual investigations of genome structure,
variation, and mapping (Fig 3).
Effector island

Effector, gene, repeat, and SNP density

Fig 5. JBrowse visualization of genic and repetitive profiles in the genome. The box above denotes an
island of effector genes in a sea of repeats.

SCN pathogenic effectors participate in complex host-pathogen interactions, that elicit host cellular
responses necessary for infection to occur. To identify genomic arrangement of effectors, all
previously published effector sequences were aligned to the genome (Fig 4). Many effector genes
clustered together in low gene density regions, and appeared juxtaposed to highly repetitive regions.
A group of effector sequences are surrounded by swaths of repeats (80 and 110kb) (Fig 5). SCN has
a region of effectors in an island which could facilitate a rapid evolution and a quick adaptation in the
field. SCN is an R-type species with a rapid tolerance to resistant cultivars in the field. A
pathogenicity island with frequent TE insertions/deletions could facilitate rapid adaptation in effector
genes, without affecting vital genes.

Fig 4. Exterior to interior: SCN contigs, repeat
density, gene density, and effector sequences.

Mitochondrial Genome

Genomic contamination

Fig 6. The left plot is RNA-seq coverage vs GC
content with dot size representing scaffold size.
The chart is color-coded to the phylum
associated with each contig, and the
proportions of the genome attributed to each
phylum (legend).

Mitochondrial Annotation

Fig 7. Comparison of the final annotated
mitochondrial genome (23kb, blue) and the
269kb original mitochondrial assembly
(green). ~12.2 mitochondrial genomes were
represented in the 269kb contig, each
representing a different color and black dots
signifying genes.

Identify contamination in the genome
Multiple sequencing samples can be used to
provide the necessary contrast in an
assembly for the identification of
contamination. Blobtools utilizes this data to
identify contigs that have similar profiles (Fig
6). While all of the non-Nematode phyla
were false positives, one large contig had a
very different GC content. This was the SCN
mitochondrial contig, but it was ~12x larger
than previous predictions.

Fig 8. SCN mitochondrial contig annotations from top to bottom: Gene
models, repeats, Trinity transcripts transloc mapping, Trinity transcripts
unique mapping, and Trinity transcripts multiple mapping

Mitochondrial conundrum
We identified and aligned all of the preads that mapped to the mitochondrial assembly. After
removing redundant readthrough artifacts from the circular nature of the genome, the largest contig
was used and a ~23kb consensus mitochondrial genome was developed. The genome was mapped
back to the ~269kb assembly to reveal a 269kb contig consisting of ~12.5 mitochondrial
genomes(Fig 7), an assembly artifact that was the result of repeat variation in the population. To
ensure all genes were annotated, Mitos webserver was used to annotate the ~269kb ~23kb genome
(Fig 8). Two genes were added to the 23kb consensus genome, which were mis-annotated due to
variation in two mononucleotide repeat tracts.

Heterodera glycines

Syntenic blocks in related nematode species
Since resistance genes are often rapidly evolving in the genome, they
are rarely expected to be found in conserved synteny blocks. To better
describe the genes that lead to the maintenance of obligate parasitism
in SCN, we identified conserved blocks of genes between SCN and a
number of related nematode species (Fig 9). As expected, with
increasing phylogenetic distance from Heterodera, the number of
syntenic blocks decreased.

Globodera ellingtonae
383 syntenic blocks

Fig 9. Synteny calculations
between H. glycines (green)
and various other related
species (blue) using iadhore,
circos, and the tree of life.
Numbers of syntenic blocks are
next to each circos plot.

Globodera pallida
403 syntenic blocks

Globodera rostochiensis
454 syntenic blocks

If resistance genes are usually found out of syntenic alignment, then
37Mb of the genome is likely comprised of vital conserved genes,
leaving ~87Mb of the SCN genome divergent from other species in this
clade. Of the 31,245 genes found in the SCN genome, 20549 genes are
not in synteny, and of these 12,523 are not likely to be transposable
elements.
By including this information in a single repository we are hoping to a
build a better understanding of Nematode evolution and facilitate
greater collaboration among labs to achieve an economical solution for
the future of agriculture.

Meloidogyne incognita
21 syntenic blocks

Caenorhabditis
elegans
3 syntenic blocks, 14
with larger gaps

Meloidogyne hapla
121 syntenic blocks

The publication of the PacBio SCN genome is anticipated in early 2017, and as such SCNBase requires authorization for access. Please contact Thomas Baum tbaum@iastate.edu or Andrew Severin severin@iastate.edu.

